
Welcome to the second issue of the 2024 edition of the EIT Digital newsletter! 

 

In this issue, we are excited to announce a significant partnership with Riga
Technical University (RTU), marking a major step in our ongoing commitment to

advancing digital innovation and education across Europe. This collaboration opens

a host of opportunities for commercialization, training, and networking that are set to

benefit not only RTU but the broader European tech ecosystem. 

 

Moreover, we delve into the transformative potential of vocal biomarkers in

healthcare, exploring how everyday sounds could become pivotal diagnostic tools,

as detailed in our feature article in Grow Digital Insights.  

 

We're also thrilled to reintroduce our Generative AI ESSENTIALS course, now

enhanced with a focus on cybersecurity alongside other in-demand digital skills and

with a special 50% discount for newsletter subscribers (use the discount code

below). This course is designed to equip you with the knowledge and tools

necessary to thrive in the rapidly evolving digital landscape. 

 

Finally, we share an inspiring story of entrepreneurship from a former EIT Digital

Master School student who, after an enriching experience at Amazon, is
pioneering a tech startup in Italy. 

 

Join us as we explore these exciting developments that continue to push the

boundaries of innovation and digital expertise in Europe!

EIT Digital welcomes Riga Technical University

https://www.eitdigital.eu/newsroom/news/2024/eit-digital-is-doubling-down-on-entrepreneurial-tech-education-with-a-new-partnership-welcome-to-the-network-riga-tech-university/
https://www.eitdigital.eu/newsroom/news/2024/eit-digital-is-doubling-down-on-entrepreneurial-tech-education-with-a-new-partnership-welcome-to-the-network-riga-tech-university/
https://www.eitdigital.eu/newsroom/grow-digital-insights/the-sounds-of-health-harnessing-vocal-biomarkers-for-scalable-health-tracking/
https://professionalschool.eitdigital.eu/generative-ai-essentials
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7183400035248726016/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7183400035248726016/


 

We are thrilled to announce EIT Digital's latest partnership, with Riga Technical

University (RTU). This marks a significant milestone in our journey towards fostering

cutting-edge digital skills and innovation across Europe. 

 

Why it matters: With RTU on board, the doors swing wide open to: 

Commercialization support: Transforming student and researcher

innovations into market-ready solutions. 

Access to grants and training: Elevating the academic and practical

prowess of RTU’s community. 

Expansive network: Connecting with investors and global partners to scale

new heights. 

What’s Coming? 

Digital skills courses: RTU kicks off the spring semester with high-level

courses, including the EIT Digital Master School program "Fintech for

Business." 

International Summer School: Themed "Cyber Security - Agile Methodology

for Developing New Solutions," focusing on key challenges in civil protection

and 5G innovation. 

As EIT Digital continues to expand its influence, partnerships like these are pivotal

in shaping a digitally proficient Europe, ready to lead on the global stage. With RTU

now in the mix, watch for exciting developments that push the boundaries of what’s

possible in tech and innovation. 

Your voice: the future of health monitoring? Grow
Digital Insights #2 
 

Grab your smartphones and tune into something that might just transform the future

of healthcare—your voice!  

 

The sound of health: In an eye-opening feature by Fulvio Cordella, co-founder of

VoiceMed, we explore how the subtle sounds you make every day could soon be

key to early health diagnostics. Imagine your smartphone transforming into a critical

health monitoring device, using just the power of your voice. 

 

Why it matters: Why should you care about the sounds of your health? It's all about
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prevention. Your future phone might detect risks for serious conditions like heart

disease or COPD by analyzing nuances in your voice, turning everyday technology

into a proactive healthcare tool. 

 

Dive deeper: Intrigued? Check out the full scoop in the latest Grow Digital
Insights. We have now added the option to comment below each article. Join the

conversation on how our voices might not just speak our thoughts but also echo our

health futures. 

Discover the Power of Generative AI with EIT
Digital's Enhanced Course 
 

EIT Digital's Generative AI ESSENTIALS course is back, now more comprehensive

and engaging than ever before. This revamped course is designed for both

seasoned AI professionals and those new to the field, offering an in-depth

exploration of Generative AI's revolutionary potential. 

 

Now incorporating a vital focus on cybersecurity, the course is set to provide

participants with the skills needed in today's most in-demand areas, including

project management, marketing, and customer journey optimization. 

 

Enjoy a 50% discount, reserved for EIT Digital newsletter subscribers. Use the
EITDNL50 code when enrolling.

 

Why This Course is a Must: 

Generative AI is revolutionizing industries, making it essential to stay current

with the latest advancements. 

Customizable learning paths ensure that you receive the education that best
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fits your needs. 

Dynamic, interactive sessions make learning both effective and enjoyable. 

Course Details & Offers: 

Schedule: Weekly sessions over four weeks—because great learning takes

time. 

Cost: €49 for one session or €99 for the entire four-session series. 

Language: All instruction is provided in English. 

Are you ready to step into the future? Enhance your skills, broaden your

understanding, and confidently move forward in your career. 

 

For more information and to register, please contact

professionalschool@eitdigital.eu or sign up online to transform your future with

Generative AI. 

From EIT Digital Master School, to Amazon, to
entrepreneurship 
 

Former Master School student Filippo Caliò, shared on LinkedIn a great story
about the professional path that he and three other fellow students took after

finishing the MSL. 

 

As a fresh Business Intelligence Engineer, Filippo, wrapped up an enriching

internship at Amazon in Luxembourg. Now, with his friends, he's taking a giant leap

back to his roots in Italy to start an exciting new venture. 

 

The Amazon experience: Working at a tech giant like Amazon isn't just about the

name on your resume. As Filippo’s wrote, Amazon’s environment pushes you into

the deep end, surrounded by a pool of brilliant minds, offering a unique blend of

responsibility and learning. 

 

The next adventure: After two years of global exposure, it’s time to bring home the

learnings. Meet Levels, the startup brainchild conceived by Filippo, Tommaso,

Dario and Emanuele, who lived, worked, and brainstormed together in Luxembourg.

The mission? To bridge the gap between the market demands and the latest

technologies in AI and Data Science, driving the growth of the Italian ecosystem,

one innovative step at a time. 
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